Make a Battling Brits bookmark!

Can't tell your Anglo-Saxons from your ancient Romans? Complete our Battling Brits bookmark to learn the key British events from 500 BC to 1066!

It's important to remember that several different groups were living and moving around Britain at the same time. Not all historians agree so you might have a different set of names and dates in your history books!

You will need:
• Scissors  
• Card  
• Pens/decoring materials  
• Glue  
• A piece of ribbon (optional)

1. Print off and cut out the template. You can always draw it out yourself with a pencil and a ruler. If you want it to be really sturdy, glue both sides onto a piece of card.

2. Fill your bookmark in with the key events. They’re all scrambled up, so you'll need to call on your history knowledge to work out what goes where! We’ve hidden the answers at the bottom of the page if you need any hints.

3. Decorate the front with your favourite objects or patterns from the time period. You can search Collection online for inspiration!

4. Glue the front and back together. If you want to add a ribbon, make a hole in the circle at the top. Thread the ribbon through and tie in a knot or bow. Your bookmark is complete!
Vikings attack Britain for the first time
Sutton Hoo burial
Romans leave Britain
Anglo-Saxon England
Romans invade Britain

Britain becomes part of the Roman Empire
Ancient Greeks first write about the Celts
Normans invade Britain
Boudicca revolts against the Romans